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...Read full quote » John B., San Diego, CA Dear Sondra, 1160 GRAM Meteorite! Found 3 " underground. Download it, save it and keep it safe for future reference just in case you need to troubleshoot problems, repair the unit, or simply have a desire to learn its full capabilities. Daniel helped me to locate a really great detector ...Read full quote » Lori
G., Bessemer, AL Dear Metaldetector.com I just want to thank Sondra and the rest of the gang for my Minelab Explorer SE. You can play by yourself, stealing from people, buying property and starting businesses. Press once to turn the detector on. Last Mode: Switches operation between operating modes A and B. MORE FROM
QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS ULTRA GTA 500, GTAx 500, AND GTAx 550 DETECTORS The control panels of these detectors have seven (7) touchpads which control all the operating functions of the detector. When you play heists, complete missions or finish competitions, you also earn money and reputation points that
help you progress. These arrows are also used when adjusting the Depth/Sensitivity, and Audio Threshold levels. ...Read full quote » Jason R, Massachusetts Read All Reviews » Whether you're having a problem with your Garrett GTAX 500 or you just want to find out more about it, it's always good to have your owner's manual handy. + and - Arrows:
Used to move the Target ID cursor when setting the discrimination notches. After calling your company you bent over backwards to ...Read full quote » Dick H. Ease of use: 5.00 February 26, 2019 26 years after I bought my little green machine, it’s still finding money, jewellery and bottle caps. Your turn starts over, and you lose your progress in the
mission if they arrest or kill you first.You also need to find ways to make money so you can buy vehicles, weapons, homes, businesses and accessories in the game. If you see the red and blue lights flashing on the map, it’s time to find a hiding spot until they go away. Downloaded PDF files can be read using Adobe Acrobat or some other compatible
software capable of reading PDF formatted files. I guess I could update, but why? The simplest way to do this is to rob people on the sidewalk. Durability: 5.00 Avg. Not everything is included in every manual. I’ve never changed anything since I took it out of the box. It came just when you said it would, and works just as you told me it would. It paid
for itself with my first find, a Henry VIII Groat in almost perfect condition. Permits the regulation of depth/sensitivity using the + and - touchpads. This is the first time i have ever used detector. Dear Sondra, I purchased an Ace 250 from your site for my 7 year old son and now I am hooked! This is our first metal detector and the Ace does everything
it says it will. Download your Garrett GTAX 500 user manual today. and Juan G., United Kingdom Hello Folks, Ordered 2 Garrett ACE 250's on 09-14-09 at noon… Received 09-15-09 at noon… You folks should be proud that you hold true to all you say, do and promise. Set Depth: (Also referred to as sensitivity). Yesterday I took my Garrett Ace 250 out
for the first time to some local parks. Your Garrett GTAX 500 owner's manual can be opened using a pdf reader that's freely available. Each company is different. Visitor: I received the parcel today. Pinpoint: Activates the Pinpointing function and causes the depth of coin-sized items to be shown on the Lower Scale. As the detector starts the battery
condition is checked audibly and displayed on the LCD Display. The last used pattern of discrimination is re-established and displayed on the LCD face. Just waiting for that first gold find! Thanks agian for all the help that was provided in ...Read full quote » Nick V., Churchville, PA Hi Scott, I was amazed at how fast I received my BOUNTY HUNTER.
Some companies will provide full specifications for their products in the manual, while some provide only the necessary specs for consumers to know. It's very refreshing to work with a company that keeps the "old-world" ...Read full quote » Mike T., Rockport, MA Hello Dan, Remember me? Trevor’s missions involve taking over and destroying meth
labs, saving Mr. K and stealing a helicopter.Online Game TutorialWhen you join an online session, you have to complete a tutorial that takes you through the different skills you need to play the game. Overall Rating Ted from Nebraska 4832 Home > Sporting Goods > Metal Detector > Garrett > GTAX 500Download Garrett GTAX 500 Manual Find
Parts For: Download your Garrett GTAX 500 manual (Metal Detector). Although the characters do cross paths in the GTA universe, each of them has specific missions they must complete to move on. That seems to clear up any symptoms of loose connections, then it’s back to the beach. TOUCHPAD CONTROL FUNCTIONS: Power: Turns the detector
on, off, or resets the detector to the factory settings. The game has a story mode and online version, and you should understand both if you want to know how to play GTA 5.Story Mode PrologueGTA 5’s story mode lets you toggle between three main characters: Michael, Trevor and Franklin. Tried it, love it, looking forward to many enjoyable hours
with it. Your first task in the game is to complete the Prologue. Dear Sondra,...in addition to being the first metal detector company I found (after contacting several) which actually seemed to care about my order and which treated me like a valued customer, you also really worked hard from your end to ...Read full quote » Anita S. Hi Guys, I have just
come in after spending an hour or at my local beach with my son, which is only a 5 minute walk from my home called Deception Bay. I ordered 2 detectors but for some reason only one was shipped. Yes, absolutely! Rod from Canada 20 July 26, 2016 Excellent machine. You'll find more coins and gold and silver then you can dream of. The detector
works so well and so easily. It’s possible to find ways to skip the tutorial, but many online players suggest it’s a useful way to get used to the game.Online Game MissionsYou’ll find plenty to do in the online sessions. Visitor: No ...Read full quote » Dear Customer Service, Just wanted to thank all involved in a recent shipment to me that was a gift for
my grandkids. METALDETECTING PORTAL Metaldetecting, metaldetectors, download manuals, news, coins catalog online, community Since its release, Grand Theft Auto V has been one of Rockstar Game’s best sellers. Thank you so much. The detector will emit an audio signal and the factory default settings will be restored. There are also
opportunities to engage in heists and participate in online competitions that have you racing through suspended tunnels, competing in parachute falls and pushing around other vehicles in a high-stakes game of bumper cars.Tips for Playing GTA 5The first rule to remember in GTA 5 is to stay away from the police. Maintenance consists of unplugging
the circuit boards and replugging them every ten years or so. This takes place years before the main story and shows what happens when Michael, Trevor and their partner Brad rob a bank.Story Mode MissionsThere are other missions to complete as you play the game. Garrett GTAX 500 Manual DownloadGet Garrett GTAX 500 Parts on eBay Most
owner's manuals contain warranty information, specs and other useful pieces of info about the particular product that an owner may need to know. Max Depth: 7 inches on US quarter Overall Rating Durability Ease of Use Would you recommend this to a new user? Also, during the detector's start-up the detector adjusts automatically for the
elimination of ground minerals, and the audio threshold is set to a point that is just silent. You must download the Garrett GTAX 500 manual, and read it, in order to find out what is all included in the PDF file (i.e. warranty, specs, troubleshooting guide, use and maintenance). If the police catch up with you, your only option is to fire at them. Score: 5
Based on 3 reviews Avg. I am a first time buyer and am feeling very lucky to have found your website. Price: $450 Avg. Knowing that it is a "rare" domestically made item gives me double pleasure! ...Read full quote » Dana, Mystic, CT HERE IS A CONVERSATION FROM OUR WEB SITE INSTANT MESSENGER Visitor: Hi there Dan+Sondra, thank
you for all your help with my order Dan: You have it? Since you’re online with other players, you may find yourself involved in gang wars. Michael’s missions include going to marriage counseling, participating in a yoga session, planting a bomb in the Lifeinvader office and saving his daughter from a boat ride. Set Disc: (Discrimination): Permits the
regulation and/or adjustment of the discrimination pattern by turning on and off target cursors on the lower LCD bar which shows the items to be rejected or accepted as targets. Special Note: If you are ever unsure about the settings of your detector, simply press and hold the Power touchpad for approximately 10 seconds. One of many! As far as
being excited I all most had a stroke. The story takes place in the fictional city of Los Santos. Don't ask where. Immediately after the prologue, you take the perspective of Franklin and have to repossess sports cars and motorcycles for Simeon. You and Daniel have been so helpful. The four part series about selecting the right product was also
appreciated and ...Read full quote » Duane B., Springville, NY Dear Customer Service, I am a very happy camper. Here's a photo of one Meteorite I found on the surface, over 800 grams and a 447 gram one! The one in ...Read full quote » Dear Detector Electronics, I received the Tesoro Sand Shark today...and want to thank you. I bought my Tesoro
Tiger Shark from you... It was a pleasure doing business with you and I will recommend your fine business to my other detecting buddies. Thanks for the fast delivery and introducing my son and I to a ...Read full quote » David and Josh Sondra, I got the detector-my husband was thrilled.... These skills include driving, navigating with the map and
shooting the gun while driving. Graphic Display Information: Above the LCD Display is a guide of targets for use with the Target Cursor to assist in the identification of detected items. The order arrived in perfect condition, and in only three days after I placed the on line order. Yes, absolutely! George from UK 82 February 08, 2012 For the money this
machine is down right awesome and goes really deep for the better finds. And it is simple and easy to use if you follow the books and watch the videos. Dan: Great! It came right to your home? Note: All metal items will be indicated on the display but only those that correspond with segments which are turned on will give an audio response. My total
find was about 150 coins. All user manuals can be downloaded in PDF format. Companies decide for themselves on what to include and what NOT to include in the owner's manual. Set Audio: Permits the regulation of the Audio Threshold using the + and - touchpads. The very first thing it detected in ...Read full quote » Steve M. Beneath the Arm Cuff
are the Battery Pack and the headphone jack. Thanks for your help in sorting through the maze of detectors. I just wanted to say thank you to Scott who made my recent purchase so pleasant! I am enjoying my Tesoro's and have found lots of cool stuff so far. It only took me about a half an ...Read full quote » Bill B. Max Depth: 10 inches on US quarter
Overall Rating Durability Ease of Use Would you recommend this to a new user?
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